Intracellular and in Vivo Cyanide Mapping via Surface Plasmon Spectroscopy of Single Au–Ag Nanoboxes
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ABSTRACT: Cyanide is extremely toxic to organisms but difficult to detect in living biological specimens. Here, we report a new CN− sensing platform based on unmodified Au–Ag alloy nanoboxes that etch in the presence of this analyte, yielding a shift in plasmon frequency that correlates with the analyte concentration. Significantly, when combined with dark field microscopy, these particle probes can be used to measure CN− concentrations in HeLa cells and in vivo in Zebra fish embryos. The limit of detection (LOD) of the novel method is 1 nM (below the acceptable limit defined by the World Health Organization), and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations are used to understand the CN− induced spectral shifts.

From the standpoint of the environment, cyanide is acutely toxic and can have adverse health effects on biosystems, especially mammals, through many routes of administration.1,2 On the other hand, cyanide plays crucial roles in many chemical processes, such as petrochemical production, gold mining, metal electroplating, photography, and steel manufacturing.3 Indeed, approximately one million tons of cyanide products are produced annually for commercial use.4,5 Additionally, in certain plants and foods, such as cassava roots, fruits, and bitter almonds, cyanide is naturally present.6,7 Cyanide causes inactivation of cytochrome oxidase (COX), inhibition of cellular respiration, and consequently cellular anoxia.5,8,9 Furthermore, the uptake of cyanide also increases the level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and blocks the mitochondrial electron transport chain, which is essential for the synthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP).9 Cyanide can also cause rapid poisoning and adversely affect the central nervous system and heart.10,11 Titration, spectrophotometry, potentiometry, amperometry, chromatography, and mass spectrometry are currently used to detect cyanide in processed samples, such as blood serum, cell lysates, and homogenized tissues.12–15 However, none of these methods can be applied to monitor cyanide invasion in vivo. Although fluorescent organic molecules and certain nanocomposites have been used to detect cyanide in water, food samples, and even living cells,16–20 the limit of detection (LOD) of these methods range from 10 to 20 μM19,21,22 and are much higher than the 1.9 μM acceptable limit set by the World Health Organization.22 In view of the limitations of the currently available cyanide detection techniques, a sensitive and rapid point-of-care in vitro and in vivo diagnostic method is needed to detect cyanide and guide the administration of antidotes.

Plasmonic nanocrystals (PNCs) have received significant attention as chemical and biological sensing components due to their local environment-dependent optical properties.23–28 Importantly, excitation of the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of PNCs results in wavelength-selective absorption with extremely high molar extinction coefficients (∼3 × 1011 M−1 cm−1),29 and resonance Rayleigh scattering has been observed with efficiencies equivalent to that of 106 fluorophores,30 making individual PNCs themselves and corresponding spectral changes readily observable with dark-field microscopy (DFM).31–35 For biosensing, PNCs act as transducers that convert small changes in the local refractive index into spectral shifts in the intense nanoparticle extinction and scattering spectra through molecular binding.36 However,
bare nanoparticle surfaces offer limited possibilities for isolating analytes from complex mixtures, especially for in situ biosensing. To overcome these limitations, elaborate surface modification strategies often are used to improve sensitivity and selectivity.36,37 One strategy is to develop PNCs that react with the target in such a way as to modify the particle’s composition, size, shape, or orientation, which are strongly correlated with extinction and scattering spectra, instead of passively sensing the tiny local refractive index changes.29−31

Herein, we report a new strategy that utilizes a hollow nanostructure made of an Au−Ag alloy that is sensitive to CN−. When the nanostructure is exposed to CN−, it is etched, which results in a significant change in the LSPR frequency. This can be both a selective and sensitive (LOD = 1 nM) way of measuring CN−. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations support this conclusion and are consistent with all experimental observations. Finally, we show that variations in local cyanide concentration within HeLa cells and zebrafish embryos can be detected and quantified with nM sensitivity. Taken together, these data show that the individual Au−Ag nanobox approach is ultrasensitive and has the potential to become a powerful new tool for the in vitro and in vivo mapping of anthropogenic and biogenic cyanide infections.

## EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

### Synthesis of Au, Ag, and Au−Ag Nanoboxes and Au−Ag Alloys with Different LSPR

Au, Ag, and Au−Ag nanoboxes were synthesized as shown in the schematic procedure and detailed description in the Supporting Information. In order to obtain pure Au nanoboxes, Ag@Au nanocubes were first prepared by directly depositing Ag atoms on the surfaces of Ag nanocubes with strong reducing agent ascorbic acid (AA) to compete with and thereby block the galvanic reaction.38 Then, the inside of Ag nanocubes were eroded with Fe(NO3)3 to obtain the hollow Au nanoboxes. Ag nanoboxes were synthesized by direct epitaxial deposit of Ag atoms on the surfaces of the Au nanoboxes obtained above.39 Au−Ag alloys with different Ag to Au ratios were obtained with galvanic replacement reaction by controllable addition of HAuCl4 aqueous solution to a boiled suspension of Ag nanocubes.40 The reaction can be stopped at any time point to obtain the Au−Ag alloys nanoboxes with a desired LSPR peak.

### In Vitro and in Vivo Cyanide Mapping

For in vitro mapping, a group of Au−Ag nanoboxes was used to sense cyanide with different concentrations (0, 10, 40, 100, 200, and 1000 nM). The solutions were dropped on the coverslips, which were cleaned by using an ultrasonic bath with acetone,
methanol, and DI water successively, and then dried by nitrogen. The experiments employed a single particle spectral dark-field microscope with a CCD resolution of 0.6 nm. The in situ single particle scattering spectra were also measured by this method. Typically, Au–Ag nanoboxes (10 nM) were dispersed on the coverslip, and then, 5 μL of cyanide (0, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 100, and 1000 nM) was introduced for 7 min. Finally, after water dried, in situ nanoparticle scattering spectra and images were obtained by a single particle spectral dark-field microscope. Time-dependent spectral shifts of single Au–Ag nanoboxes were recorded immediately after adding cyanide of different concentrations (0, 10, 500, 100, and 1000 nM) every 30 s. In order to ensure a complete response, the detection time was as long as 900 s. The in situ single Au, Ag, and Au–Ag nanoboxes were dispersed on the coverslip, and then, 100 nM cyanide was introduced, respectively.

For in vivo mapping, the cells were cultured on a cleaned cover-glass in a plastic cell culture dish. Internalization of nanoprobes was realized by adding 20 μL (10 nM) of Au–Ag nanoboxes to the cell culture dish and incubating for 4 h. To study cyanide transportation into the cytoplasm and to monitor intracellular cyanide in real time, the cover-glass was immersed in fresh cell culture medium containing 10, 100, and 500 nM cyanide. Because cell phagocytosis of cyanide was fast, LSPR scattering images and spectra were immediately recorded only after a 7 min incubation. Finally, scattering spectra of two nanoprobes in cytoplasm were recorded in situ. The dynamic process of cyanide intracellular endocytosis was observed by incubating Au–Ag nanoboxes with HeLa cells first; time-dependent spectral shifts of single Au–Ag nanoboxes were then measured immediately after 1000 nM cyanide was introduced to HeLa cells.

Zebrafish embryos were collected and transferred into a Petri dish containing nutrient solution (1.2 mM stock salts in deionized (DI) water) and then washed twice with egg water to remove the surrounding debris and placed in 24-well plates with each well containing two embryos in egg water. To study the dose-dependent effects of cyanide on embryonic chorionic space (CS) via chorion pore canals (CPCs), a diluted 741 nm peak Au–Ag nanobox solution (20 nM) was incubated chronically with cleavage-stage (8-cell) embryos in egg water for 12 h. Then, the embryos were transferred to a 100 nM

Figure 2. (a–c) TEM, HAADF-STEM, and EDS mapping images of Au, Ag, and Au–Ag nanoboxes. Scale bar represents 50 nm. (d) UV−vis spectra of Au, Ag, and Au–Ag nanoboxes. (e) Equilibrium $\Delta \lambda_{\text{max}}$ of cyanide solution after adding 10 nM Au, Ag, and Au–Ag nanoboxes for a 15 min incubation period. (f) Time-dependent $\Delta \lambda_{\text{max}}$ with the addition of Au, Ag, and Au–Ag nanoboxes into 400 nM cyanide. (g) Temporal evolution of the $\Delta \lambda_{\text{max}}$ of Au–Ag nanoboxes incubated with cyanide solutions for 5−25 s. (h) $\Delta \lambda_{\text{max}}$ of Au–Ag nanoboxes after alternately adding 400 nM cyanide and pure water. (i) Selectivity of Au–Ag nanoboxes for intracellular inorganic ions and biothiol. Cysteine (cys) and glutathione (GSH) were 5 mM; other species were 1 μM unless indicated.
cyanide solution for a 40 min incubation, and the control group was treated with PBS (1×) as the normal condition. The mean values of $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of cyanide and the normal condition were obtained by using single particle spectral dark-field microscopy.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

### Sensitive Cyanide Sensing in Bulk Solution.

Cyanide is able to form very stable complexes, $\text{Au(CN)}_2^-$ and $\text{Ag(CN)}_2^-$, with $\text{Au}(0)$ and $\text{Ag}(0)$ at room temperature in the presence of oxygen through strong covalent bonding, a chemical process described as the Elsner reaction.41

\[
\begin{align*}
4\text{Au} + 8\text{CN}^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow 4\text{Au(CN)}_2^- + 4\text{OH}^- \\
4\text{Ag} + 8\text{CN}^- + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow 4\text{Ag(CN)}_2^- + 4\text{OH}^-
\end{align*}
\]  

Accordingly, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the etching effect of cyanide on $\text{Au}$, $\text{Ag}$, and $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ alloy PNCs will result in a detectable color change or plasmonic extinction spectrum change, leading to the possibility of sensitive cyanide sensing. As shown in the schematic procedure (Figure 1a), a series of PNCs was prepared to study these capabilities for sensing cyanide, including $\text{Au}$ and $\text{Ag}$ nanocubes and $\text{Au}$, $\text{Ag}$, and $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanoboxes (Figures 2a–d and S1–S3). The cubic shape of all the PNCs avoids the curvature effect on the plasmonic extinction spectrum. Figure 2e shows all the equilibrium longitudinal peaks ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$) of their LSPR spectra shift to longer wavelengths after adding these nanoboxes (10 nM) to different cyanide solutions for 15 min (Figure S4). The $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanoboxes with a 741 nm LSPR peak showed the most ideal sensitivity for cyanide detection both in the temporal phase (5 s) (Figure S5) and at the steady state (15 min). Although $\text{Au}$ and $\text{Ag}$ nanoboxes also showed attractive sensitivities, the time response of $\Delta\lambda_{\text{max}}$ to the addition of these three nanoboxes to 400 nM cyanide solution indicated that, from the initial state to equilibrium, the $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanobases with the 741 nm LSPR peak respond much more rapidly compared to the $\text{Au}$ or $\text{Ag}$ nanobases (Figures 2f and S6). This sample also showed the best sensitivity for cyanide detection compared to other $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ alloys during galvanic replacement (Figures S7–S9). Furthermore, in comparison to the solid $\text{Au}$ and $\text{Ag}$ nanocubes (Figure S10), the hollow $\text{Au}$ and $\text{Ag}$ nanobases showed even better sensitivity for cyanide detection, suggesting that the nanobox structure with its hollow cavity and higher specific surface area is also an attractive feature to achieve good detection capability. Because of their superior sensitivity and rapid cyanide sensing ability, attention was paid to the $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanobases with the 741 nm LSPR peak for cyanide detection. The peak wavelength ($\Delta\lambda_{\text{max}}$) of the $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanobases changed linearly with increasing cyanide concentration (Figure S11a,b). The response time of $\Delta\lambda_{\text{max}}$ after adding $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanobases to a cyanide solution indicated that the $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanobases responded in 5 s (Figure S11c). When the cyanide concentration changed by as much as 80 times, the temporal time-dependent $\Delta\lambda_{\text{max}}$ (5–25 s, Figures 2g and S12) changed by less than 6 times. Interestingly, $\Delta\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of $\text{Au}$-$\text{Ag}$ nanobases showed high sensitivity and remarkable linear response to the 40 nM cyanide (Figure S13). Therefore, it can be concluded that sensitivity up to 40 nM and response time down to 5 s can be realized by the LSPR changes in the solution. Furthermore, the temperature-dependent LSPR shift was also studied, which...
shows that no significant difference for the LSPR shift can be observed when the temperature was increased from 25 to 50 °C (Figure S14).

An "ON–OFF" effect was observed when cyanide and pure water were alternately added to the Au–Ag nanoboxes fixed in a cuvette, indicating that these nanoprobes were capable of tracking cyanide variations (Figure 2h). Au–Ag nanoboxes showed ideal selectivity toward a mixture of the conventional species, biothiol of cysteine (cys), and glutathione (GSH) found in cells (Zn+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Fe2+, Ca2+, Cl−, ClO−, HCO3−, PO43−, H2PO4−, 1 μM, cys and GSH, 5 mM) (Figure 2i).

Cyanide Detection via Single-Particle Spectral Imaging. To investigate the potential applications of these individual Au–Ag nanoboxes for cyanide sensing, the plasmon resonance scattering (PRS) spectra of a single particle was used to probe the local cyanide concentration. Because each Au–Ag nanobox is unique in terms of composition and structure, PRS can be identified in a statistical way. After adding Au–Ag nanoboxes to cyanide solutions with different concentrations for 15 min of incubation, the scattering spectra of more than 60 Au–Ag nanoboxes fixed on a microscope slide were measured after the aqueous solution evaporated. Figure 3a shows the Gaussian distribution of the obtained peak wavelengths λmax of single Au–Ag nanoboxes before and after adding cyanide. A distinct peak shift toward longer wavelengths could be observed in the presence of cyanide. After treatment with 1000 nM cyanide, the most probable λmax was observed with an obvious shift from 658.5 to 677.5 nm. Even an ∼1 nm shift of λmax was observed when the single nanoprobe was treated by a cyanide solution of just 10 nM.

To investigate the in situ sensitivity of individual nanoparticles, the single-nanobox probes were fixed on a glass substrate and then immersed in cyanide solutions with different concentrations. The scattering spectrum from each nanobox was measured before and after the immersion. To guarantee the spectra obtained were indeed from the isolated single nanobox, all measured nanoboxes were individually checked using the SEM image (Figure 3b). When the cyanide concentration was below 1 nM, a remarkable wavelength blueshift (2 nm) was observed. The redshift of λmax was observed for cyanide concentrations more than 5 nM (Figure 3c). These results coincided well with the statistical λmax distributions (Figure 3a) and obviously showed the sensitive LOD (1 nM) of this
Because each nanobox acted as an independent cyanide probe, the local amount of cyanide on the nanoscale could be monitored, and the effective “detection volume” of every nanoprobe was thus increased, making it possible to accumulate or react with more cyanide locally to achieve a low detection limit. Furthermore, time-dependent spectral shifts of single Au−Ag nanoboxes were also measured when treated with cyanide (Figure 3e). The experimental results showed that, in all cases, ∆λ_{max} initially increased rapidly but then slowed down. With such a dynamic result, local cyanide concentrations were determined in real time by using the time-dependent results of individual nanoparticles for different fixed cyanide concentrations as external calibration curves for the dynamic process of cellular endocytosis of cyanide.

Mechanism and Theoretical Simulation for Cyanide Sensing. The LSPR spectrum shift decrease should be attributed to the etching effect of cyanide on the Au−Ag nanoboxes, which eventually affects their plasmonic spectra directly (Figure S15). This etching evidence inspired us to measure the removal rate of gold and silver of different PNCs for different fixed cyanide concentrations as external calibration curves for the dynamic process of cellular endocytosis of cyanide.

The LSPR spectrum shift decrease should be attributed to the etching effect of cyanide on the Au−Ag nanoboxes, which eventually affects their plasmonic spectra directly (Figure S15). This etching evidence inspired us to measure the removal rate of gold and silver of different PNCs for different fixed cyanide concentrations as external calibration curves for the dynamic process of cellular endocytosis of cyanide.
is a very interesting phenomenon (Figure 4c, etching rate of nanoboxes: Au–Ag > Ag > Au); compared with pure Ag nanoboxes, the silver percentage of the Au–Ag nanoboxes was considerably lower after the cyanide etching (Figure S17), which is different from the bulk materials (etching rate of bulk metals: Ag > Au–Ag > Au). This might be due to the different formation mechanisms of Au–Ag alloy nanoboxes and Ag nanoboxes. Because of their higher redox activity, during Ag nanobox formation, the Ag atoms deposit on the Au nanoboxes layer by layer to form a uniform coating. However, the galvanic reaction to form Au–Ag nanoboxes was initiated via a mechanism involving vacancies formed through the removal of Ag atoms to the outmost layer during the deposition of Au. Therefore, the vacancies of the Au–Ag nanoboxes will accelerate ion exchange during the cyanidation process and enhance the etching effect (Figures 1b and S18).

To understand the dependence of the LSPR on the etching process in detail, FDTD simulations were used to model the scattering of light by a nanobox for different etching stages. The optical properties of metal nanomaterials are determined by a set of parameters that include composition, particle size and shape, overall architecture, and local environment. Interestingly, the residual silver percentage was less than that of gold (Figure S19a), which indicates that the residual ratio of Ag to Au declined with a cyanide concentration increase (Figure S19b). Moreover, the composition-dependent dielectric index of Au–Ag nanoboxes was calculated by \( \varepsilon_{\text{Au–Ag nanoboxes}} = x \varepsilon_{\text{Au}} + y \varepsilon_{\text{Ag}} \) (x = residual silver percentage, y = residual gold percentage) (Figure S20). The calculated results of the LSPR shift (Figures 4e and S21) are based on the dielectric index and total etching percentage values (characterized by ICPMS in the presence of different amounts of cyanide) of Au, Ag, and Au–Ag nanoboxes (Figure 4d). Obviously, because the sensitivity of the Au–Ag nanoboxes is much higher than that of the Au and Ag nanoboxes (Figures 4e and S21), an LSPR spectrum redshift (\( \Delta \lambda_{\text{max}} \)) as large as 2.1 nm was observed for Au–Ag nanoboxes when the cyanide concentration was above 5 nM. In contrast, with cyanide concentrations as low as 1 nM, a 2.0 nm blueshift of the LSPR (\( \Delta \lambda_{\text{max}} \)) was observed. This complex behavior of the resonant wavelength of the nanobox as a function of the cyanide concentration is due to competitive contributions from the volume and wall thickness of the nanoboxes. For a nanocube, only the volume is reduced by cyanide etching, resulting in a blueshift of the plasmon resonance peak (Figure 4g,h). For a nanobox, not only the volume but also the effective wall thickness was reduced by the etching effect (Figure 4h). The coupling strength between the inner and outer surface of a nanobox depends on the wall thickness of a core–shell plasmonic structure, and the decrease in the wall thickness will result in a distinct redshift of the plasmonic resonance peak. During the etching process, the cyanide molecules tend to etch the edge and the corners of the nanobox initially in the low concentration stage (~1 nM), and only the effective volume of the Au–Ag nanoparticle was reduced, resulting in a blueshift. With increasing cyanide concentration (≥5 nM), holes appeared in the nanobox wall and dramatically reduced the effective wall thickness, which will induce a redshift of the LSPR peak as a result of the thickness effect. These simulation results of the Au–Ag nanoboxes are consistent with cyanide sensing behavior for the experimental results of the bulk solution and single nanoparticle sensing (Figure 4f).

**Real-Time Cyanide Mapping in Live HeLa Cells and Zebra Fish Embryos.** Au–Ag nanoboxes can penetrate the cell membrane into the cell interior and disperse around the nucleus and lysosomes after coincubation, where the Au–Ag nanoboxes appeared as bright red spots under dark-field illumination (Figure S1ai–ci). *In situ* concentration-dependent spectra of typically two Au–Ag nanoboxes in a single HeLa cell were recorded simultaneously for different cyanide concentrations (Figure S1ai–ci). Figure S1aiii,iv shows no spectral shift for these two particles. Because of the difference in refractive index of air (\( n_1 = 1 \), *in situ* single particle detection in Figure 3c) and cytolymph (\( n_2 = 1.33 \)), the intracellular cyanide concentration was finally estimated by \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{max}}/n_2 \) in Figure 3d. The calibration line on the left side of Figure 3d shows a noticeable blueshift up to 0.5 nM and later reached a maximum at 2.5 nM. In addition, the LSPR blueshift decreased with increasing cyanide up to 5 nM; then, a redshift can be detected. The LSPR redshift on the right side of Figure 3d exhibits a good standard calibration curve on a log scale. According to the *in vitro* calibration result, the local intracellular cyanide concentration was ~0.5 nM after 10 nM cyanide was introduced. The scattering spectra after introducing 100 nM cyanide (Figure 5b) showed both redshift and blueshift behaviors, and the intracellular local cyanide concentration can be evaluated to be ~4 nM (Figure 3d). Only a redshift of the LSPR peak was detected in the HeLa cell when 500 nM cyanide was introduced (Figure 5c). The intracellular cyanide concentration was estimated to be ~70 nM (Figure 3d). The cyanide concentrations inside the cell for each group were 0.5, 5, and 85 nM, respectively, according to a standard spectrophotometry measurement (Figure S22), which is consistent with the DFM results of the single nanobox detection. Furthermore, the dynamic process of intracellular endocytosis by cyanide was also tracked by the Au–Ag nanoboxes (Figure 3e). After the cells were incubated with Au–Ag nanoboxes, the response time of \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{max}} \) can be successfully obtained, resulting from intracellular cyanide endocytosis. When 1000 nM cyanide was added, there was a blueshift in 5 s, indicating the cyanide concentration inside the cell was ~1 nM. A redshift of \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) was observed later, and the calculated intracellular cyanide concentration rose quickly to ~100 nM in 30 s. The \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{max}} \) first increased rapidly to the plateau value in 7 min, and a final intracellular cyanide concentration of ~500 nM can be detected (Figure 3d). Although each measured cyanide concentration might deviate more or less from the true value due to some systematic errors, such as the unique composition and structure of each PNC, the magnitudes as well as the trends of the results are nevertheless reliable.

The transparent zebrafish embryo is an ideal animal model to monitor the *in vivo* analysis capability of PNCs because of the convenient detection of the LSPR signal by DFM and the ideal permeability of ions and sensors in its body. To evaluate the cyanide concentration in a zebrafish embryo, the \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) distributions of 30 selected nanoprobes captured in zebrafish embryos under normal conditions (0 nM cyanide) (Figure 5di) and 100 nM cyanide incubation conditions (Figure 5dii) were obtained by DFM. Figure 5diii shows the \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) distributions of Au–Ag nanoboxes dispersed in chorion pore canals of a single living embryo under cyanide incubation and normal conditions, respectively. Compared with the normal sample, the mean value of \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{max}} \) was ~8 nm after incubating with 100 nM cyanide. The concentration of cyanide on the standard line was calculated on a log scale based on the center of the \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) distribution in Figure 3a. Because of the difference in refractive index between air (\( n_1 = 1 \), Figure 3a) and water in the zebrafish.
chorionic villi \((n_2 = 1.33)\), the inner-embryo cyanide concentration was estimated by \(\Delta \text{max}/n_2\) in Figure 5dv; the cyanide concentration in the chorionic villi of zebrafish can be estimated to be \(\approx 42\) nM. This concentration was comparable to the spectrophotometry result (Figure S22), which also showed that the cyanide concentration in the chorion was approximately 45 nM after incubation with 100 nM cyanide. This rapid detection of local variations of cyanide concentration in HeLa cell and zebrafish embryo models indicates that the Au--Ag nanobox-based sensing system could offer an exciting platform for in vivo cyanide detection at the nM level.

Toxic Cell Damage by Cyanide. To demonstrate that the LOD of this in situ Au--Ag nanobox system for cyanide detection is lower than the toxic damage margin of cells and reveal its early warning capability for cyanide poisoning of organisms, the instant cytotoxicity of the cyanide on cells was investigated by measuring the cell viability and the activity of cytochrome oxidase (Figures S23–28). On the basis of the cytotoxicity results, it is believed that cyanide with a concentration 200 nM is hazardous to cells. Furthermore, concentrations of cyanide higher than 40 nM are typically associated with acute cytochrome oxidase poisoning. Fortunately, the single-nanobox detection approach with the Au--Ag nanoboxes reported in this work can realize a LOD down to 1 nM for both in vivo and in vitro detection, which will provide an approach to forecast the cyanide poisoning of living organisms.

**CONCLUSION**

In summary, a series of PNCs was synthesized, and hollow Au--Ag nanoboxes were demonstrated as an ideal nanosensor comprising a reactive surface structure as well as its plasmonic coupling feature for sensitive cyanide detection. As a technique that essentially measures cyanide at the single particle level, this integrative sensing approach, based on an individual Au--Ag nanobox imaging method, could be utilized to develop sensitive detection of cyanide in vivo and in vitro. It is believed that the present demonstration will provide a major step toward the early warning of cyanide toxicity of organisms. Furthermore, as a technique that essentially measures localized concentration by a single PNP (Plug-and-Play) imaging method, it could potentially be utilized to develop highly sensitive detection methods for other small molecules or ions based on direct or indirect chemical modifications of PNCs.
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